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course notes: Engagement strategies
In this course we are going to discuss strategies to engage employers. There are many 
ways to engage employers when talking about the Roundstone captive solution. 

First you need to get the employer to start thinking about their health benefits 
long-term. Your goal is to help them understand the need to develop a strategy to 
control their healthcare spend over the long-term. Most employers know that their 
health benefit spend is a top 3-line item expense, so here are some questions to get the 
employer to start thinking about a long-term strategy.  These questions will also help 
qualify prospects who may not be serious about the captive solution yet: 

The goal is to

help them 
understand the 

need to
develop a 
long-term 
strategy to 

control their 
healthcare spend

 Do you like being told by your advisor each year that a 10 to 15 percent increase 
 is good?

        How much were you paying overall for your health insurance 5 years ago?

What would happen if your bottom line of your health insurance cost doubled in the   
 next 3 to 5 years?

 Do you like paying over $1,000,000 with a lack of transparency or claims data? 

Wouldn’t you agree it’s a bigger risk to spend $1,000,000 on something that you 
have no idea what you’re paying for?



        Are you tired of cutting benefits each year for employees to make ends meet?

        Are you sick and tired of being on a last-minute merry-go-round each year at 
        renewal time?

X  transparency
X  claims data

it’s like getting your fifth year free. 100% of Roundstone captive participants saves 
money, full-stop. We guarantee it.

Some additional ideas to engage and further qualify prospects 
that may be right for the Roundstone medical captive 
solution include: 

Find out if your prospect is in a Property and Casualty (P&C) or Worker’s Comp Captive. 
These captives are much more prevalent than benefits captives. Finding employers that 
are already in a P&C captive will help you because they already understand the concept 
of a captive and they will quickly understand the product. 

For agencies that have a P&C department: cross-sell with your P&C colleagues. Most 
P&C professionals will know which of their clients are in a captive and can make an 
introduction for you. 

We always recommend presenting our Captive Solution to the CEO or CFO of the 
company. Though if talking to HR, make sure to let them know that rising healthcare 
costs are stealing their employees’ raises. Roundstone’s captive returns the opportunity 

One of the benefits of being in a Roundstone captive is the average employer saves 24%
annually when compared to a fully insured plan. Two-thirds of Roundstone employees 
actually save enough money in their first four years to pay for their fifth year of claims: 



Key Takeaways to consider:

        Get the employer to think long-term, by sharing the importance of transparency, 
        control and cost savings. 

        Cross-sell with your P&C colleagues to find prospects already familiar with how a
        captive works.

        Bring your Roundstone Regional Practice Leader when you meet with the employer,  
        to help calculate cost savings, assist with technical questions and to support you in 
        your sales efforts. 

for employees to keep their raises in their own pocket. Also, bring a Roundstone Regional 
Practice Leader to present our concept and proposal to the employer. Roundstone’s 
Regional Practice Leaders or RPLs have a 50% closing rate when presenting our solution.


